
ASC-10: Spraying & 
Spreading control

The Topcon ASC-10 auto section controller provides ten-

section sprayer or spreader control and handles point rows or 

triangular-shaped fields with ease. 
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State-of-the-art sprayer control starts with topcon consoles 

and horizon software 

Both X30 and X25 consoles offers full-featured sprayer control 

and data management with exclusive Topcon Horizon software 

interface. Horizon is intuitive to learn, easy to operate, and 

allows users to customize views to fit their specific operation.

CM-40 Control Module (Apollo Sprayer) 

ISO11783 compliant with multiple encoder, digital and analog 

inputs. It can control up to 1 independent application control 

channels and provides up to 16 configurable valve outputs.

EM-24 Control Module 

Designed for additional section control expanding from the 

CM-40 with up to 40 inputs and 24 outputs.

Within ten-section sprayer or spreader control, 
thee ASC 10 handles ang challenge with ease - 
even point rows or triangular-shaped fields.

 The ASC 10 automotically switches sections on and off as you 

cross previously applied areas, move outside field boundriesm 

or cross exclusion zones.

Eliminate gaps and overlaps and reduce inputs while protecting 

your crops. The liquid rat control keeeps application rates 

constant even with varied vehicle speeds. Additional ASC-

10s can be stacked or connected to provide up to 30* section 

control.

10-30* section control

Automatically switches section on and off

Eliminate gaps and overlaps

Reeduces inputs

*10 sections require 1 x ASC-10 unit
20 sections require 2 x ASC-10 unit
30 sections require 3 x ASC-10 unit


